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Figure 1: The vertex model for cell dynamics simulation. represents the individual cell sharing the vertex i , j accounts for
the vertices that share the vertex i , and ijl represents the length of the edge connecting neighbor vertices i and j .
(Figure adapted from Reza Farhadifar et al., 2007, The Influence of Cell Mechanics,Cell-Cell Interactions,and Proliferation on
Epithelial Packing)
Figure 2: T1, T2 and T3 transitions. T1 transitions are reversible but T2 and T3 are not. In a T1 process the recombination of cell
neighbors is achieved by a cell edge that disappears and a new one that appears. T2 and T3 transitions are special cases of T1
transitions that involve triangular cells and lead to cell apoptosis/extrusion. T3 processes are extremely rare events under most
conditions. In the figure the edges that undergo a transition are highlighted. (Figure adapted from TiFoSi Handbook V1.0,
J.Buceta and O.Canela-Xandri.2014.)
Figure 3: The preferred cell apical area dynamics is divided into two phases, both of which last 2 in average. Given the value
of the initial cell preferred area
iA and the final cell preferred area fA for each phase, a linear piecewise dynamics is
assumed. The blue line and the orange line describe individual tumor cell size dynamics and single normal cell area dynamics
respectively. For both cell types, there is no growth at the first phase, but double the cell size at the second phase, while
reaching the double size of cells’ initial size, cell cleavage happens.
Figure 4: Cell competition involved proteins dynamics plotting. A. Protein scrib dynamics within different cell types and location.
B. JNK dynamics within different cell types and location.
Figure 5: The progression of a tumor of size R, depends on two opposite effects: the apoptotic pressure (Blue arrows) from the
surrounding normal tissue, exerted over the periphery cells, and the proliferating pressure (Green arrows) from the tumor bulk
cells. d=2r being the characteristic cell diameter.
Figure 6: Exponential proliferation of compartments exclusively made of scrib mutant cells. A. Scrib mutant cells exclusive
compartment size changes over time. B. Plotting of the natural logarithm of scrib mutant cells number over the time. The slope
represents the proliferation rate of the tumorous cells.
Figure 7: A.The alteration of the proportion of tumorous cells number over the initial tumorous cells number over time with
different initial tumor sizes. B.Snapshots of the movie with 81 tumorous cells initially. The tumor disappeared gradually over time
because of the apoptotic pressure from the normal tissue. Orange represents tumor group, purple stands for the normal tissue.
C.Snapshots of the movie with 484 tumorous cells initially. The tumor overcome the apoptotic pressure from the normal tissue
and expand. Blue accounts for the tumorous tissue and purple represents the normal tissue.
Figure 8: The positive correlation between the tumorous cells’ apoptotic rate and the parameter X , which controls cells’
contractility.
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ABSTRACT:
Tumor progression fate relies on the cell competition between tumorous cells and the surrounding
regular cells. Studies on the Drosophila wing imaginal disc illustrate that cell competition can act either
as a tumor suppressing or as a tumor promoting mechanism. However, how cell competition alters its
role in tumor development via underlying molecular mechanisms as well as the role played by
mechanical effects is still poorly understood. Here we study the role of cell competition in the early
stage of tumor progression, using a simulation code of epithelial tissue (TiFoSi), which allows to
include feedback between tissue growth, mechanics and gene regulation. Cells with inactivating
mutations of tumor suppressor gene scrib always show hallmarks of carcinomas3,6. Multiple
simulations show: 1) the clone of scrib mutant cells can be outcompeted and eliminated from the tissue,
when surrounded by a wild-type tissue, even though they can proliferate infinitely on their own. 2) the
initial size of the mutant clone can escape from the fate of elimination and expand, by protecting the
inside cells from the range of cell competition, depending on the size of the initial tumorous clone. The
results fits with experimental results and sheds light on how and why cell competition regulates tumor
progression.
KEY WORDS:
Cell competition, Apoptosis, scrib, JNK, Tumor
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1.Introduction
Cancer can never be an outdated topic due to its prevalence all over the world and the limitation of
current therapy methods. Over hundreds of years, numerous scientists and physicians were
committed to researches about tumor and many great achievements have been made. However, there
are still broad areas on the topics of tumor to be explored. In this context, recent studies propose that
cell competition may play a critical role in tumor progression1,3,8,12, acting as either a tumor promoting
mechanism or a tumor suppressing mechanism.
Cell competition is a homeostatic mechanism, in which cells with abnormal metabolic or behavior
characteristics are identified and subsequently eliminated via Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK) mediated
apoptosis.3 Cell competition can be initiated by the short-range cell-cell interaction between cells with
different metabolism or behavior characteristics, which can be the result of a few genes’ mutations.
Cell competition was firstly described in the studying of Drosophila imaginal discs over 30 years
ago.27,28 The cells with heterozygous mutation of Minute gene were defeated by the surrounding
wild-type tissue in the competition and subsequently eliminated by the programmed cell death
(apoptosis), when mosaic flies containing these two types of cells were generated. However, the
Minute heterozygous cells are viable on their own, suggesting the elimination of the mutant cells is
attributed to the process of cell competition.8
Mutation of dmyc (Drosophila homologue of the proto-oncogene MYC), which promotes ribosome
biogenesis, has also been shown to be able to induce cell competition between the mutants and
wild-type cells. Similar as Minute mutants, clones carrying dmyc allele dmycPO, showing a reduction of
the DMYC function but not completely lost it, proliferate poorly when surrounded by wild-type cells and
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are eliminated from the tissue, even though they are viable while in a homotypical environment 8,20,27,
which provides a further evidence that cell competition is in charge of the elimination of mutant cells.
Mutations in a series of tumor suppressing genes are also reported to trigger cell competition. These
genes can be classified into two major groups, including dlg1, lgl and scrib, which are responsible for
regulating cell polarity and proliferation 3,12,18, as well as TSG101, Vps25, Rab5 and avalanche, which
are involved in the endosomal trafficking machinery.1 Among these genes, scrib is the most studied in
regards of cell competition. Cells with inactivating mutations of scrib typically hyperproliferate. However,
when surrounded by wild-type cells, its proliferation advantage is compensated for by JNK-mediated
apoptosis, as a result of cell competition, which is induced by the interaction with the outside wild-type
tissue.3 Evidence shows that the cell competition behavior is conserved in mammalian cells with
mutant scrib. 23 This is a significant finding, since it shows evidence that when cell competition occurs
among cells with different proliferation rates, it does not always lead to the elimination of slowly
growing cells.
Recent studies suggest that there are two prerequisites for pre-oncogenic cells to survive and
overgrow into tumors in the context of wild-type tissue. One is gaining a proliferate advantage over
surrounding normal cells through a rescue signaling pathway, like Ras pathway. Another one is to form
a microenvironment to protect cancerous cells inside clones from reaching the range of cell
competition, by merging small tumor patches to form a large one. 10,13,25 That is, only cells at the tumor
patch’s periphery are eliminated via JNK-mediated apoptosis when surrounded by normal tissue.
Moreover, it has been proposed that dying cells might release morphogen signals, like
Decapentaplegic (Dpp), a Drosophila BMP homologue, to their neighbor cells to promote proliferation,
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which is believed to act as a tumor promoting mechanism of cell competition.13,22 The capability of
mutant cells to overgrow and form a neoplastic tumor indeed depends greatly on the presence of
apoptotic cells. Evidence shows that inhibiting apoptosis could lead to a significantly reduced
proliferation of the mutants.15,21,22 Besides, experimental observations have revealed that cells at the
periphery that localized close to the apoptotic cells show high frequency of division activity. 22
Mathematical modeling and computer simulation can be effective complementary tools to experiment
approaches, which can provide a robust framework to better understand tumor progression. Currently
emerging tissue modeling approaches can be classified into two major groups: the cell-based models
and the continuous models. At the coarsest level, the tissue can be described as a continuous material
(e.g. an incompressible viscous fluid). However, many cellular processes like cell migration, adhesion,
cell polarity, directed division and differentiation cannot be described in a straightforward way by
continuous models.28 That is exactly why cell-based models are widely used for modeling of tumor
growth, invasion and evolution in recent years. Current commonly used cell-based models includes
Immersed Boundary Model, Subcellular Element Model, Cellular Potts Model, Vertex Model and
Spheroid Model. All of Immersed Boundary Model, Subcellular Element Model and Cellular Potts
Model have the problem of computational complexity. In comparison, Vertex Model and Spheroid
Model are more computational efficient. But one critical issue with Spheroid Model is the omitted
cellular details, like arbitrarily deformable shapes. In contrast, Vertex Model is not only relatively
efficient, but also models explicit cell shapes allowing relatively high level of details. Accordingly, we
applied a vertex model-based simulation code (TiFoSi), to study the cell competition’s role in tumor
progression in an epithelial tissue, which allows to include feedback between tissue growth, mechanics
as well as gene regulation. The code relies on a text configuration file to design the computational
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experiments and it generates different output files to save the data. We applied a visualization tool
(Wolfram Mathematica) to process the data and generate movies.
In this thesis, we report a critical size of the scrib mutant clone, which is required for the mutant group
to evade cell competition and overgrow into a tumor within an epithelial tissue, via running a series of
simulations with different mutant clone’s initial sizes. In our simulations, mutant cells situated at the
clone periphery are killed by the JNK-mediated apoptosis and the proliferation rate of the cells close to
the dead cells was improved via Dpp signals from the dying cells. The proliferation advantage of
tumorous cells and normal cells in cell competition was compared. Statistically valid results were found
after running the simulations with the same parameter setting for several times. Our observations
validated the hypothesis that cell competition determines tumor’s fate via the critical size threshold.
This work provides a quantitative tool for the study of tumor progression and may be informative for the
innovation of prospective tumor treatment methods.
2. Methods
2.1 Vertex Model: Tissue Mechanics
The vertex model, applied in the TiFoSi code for tissue dynamics implementation, was firstly proposed
by Honda et al.14 and was further adapted to epithelial tissues by some other authors.5,9 It makes use
of a series of vertices and the lines that connect neighbor vertices to form some enclosed polygons to
represent the individual cell and the tightly pieced monolayer sheet of polygons to describe the entire
tissue (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: The vertex model for cell dynamics simulation. represents the individual cell sharing the vertex i , j accounts for
the vertices that share the vertex i , and ijl represents the length of the edge connecting neighbor vertices i and j .
(Figure adapted from Reza Farhadifar et al., 2007, The Influence of Cell Mechanics,Cell-Cell Interactions,and Proliferation on
Epithelial Packing)
The energy functional (potential) acting on a cell vertex i in TiFoSi by the following function:
Where the sums indexed by  and ij run respectively over the cells  and vertices j sharing
the vertex i . The terms on the right hand represent different energetic contributions. The first term
stands for the elastic energy of cells and K is proportional to the Young’s Modulus, due to the
difference between the actual cell area A and the one ）（tA
0
 that would have due to the
cytoskeleton structure in the absence of the stresses associated with adhesion and cortical tension.17
The term
ij accounts for line tension, and ijl represents the length of the edge shared by two
neighbor cells, including the contributions from cell-cell adhesion as well as cortical tension, weighted
by the parameter
ij . The third term models the energetic contribution from the contraction of the
actomyosin cortical ring, with  being the contractile coefficient and L representing the perimeter
of the individual cell and takes into account a global contractility effect.17
We set elastic coefficient of tumor cells to be one order smaller than the normal cells’ in the simulation
experiments.16,26 It has been reported that tumors tend to form a rounded clone while progressing to
minimize their contact with the surrounding wild-type tissue, via increasing the interface boundary
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junction tension.11Accordingly, we set the line tension of the edges located at the interface boundary to
be significantly larger than that situated between the same type cells. We control the cortical ring
contractility via JNK dynamics in the simulation. We set a threshold of JNK to determine whether the
cortical contractility would be enhanced or not. When the amount of JNK are much higher than the
threshold, there would be an extra value of parameter X contributing to the contractile level.
Otherwise, the contractile levels are kept in a relatively low level with a constant value. In this way, we
induced death of the cells that are with high levels of JNK , which are exactly the cells located at the
tumor boundary.
By neglecting inertial effects with respect to dissipation, we consider an over-damped dynamics with a
characteristic kinetic coefficient  , assuming the total conservative force equilibrates with the
dissipative force. Thus, the equation for the motion of vertex i at position ir
driven by the conservative force
ii EF  can be written as,
ii Fr 
.
The differential equations in TiFoSi are numerically integrated using an Euler algorithm.
As for the dimensions, we chose a reference cell type, “ q ”, with properties qK and
0
qA and the
value of both qK
~
and 0
~
qA equals to 1. Accordingly, by choosing the following characteristic scales of
length, 0qc Al  , and time, )( 0qqc AKt  , the energy potential can be written in dimensionless
form by defining the constants qKKK  
~
,  230~ )(/ qq AKFF  ,  230~ )(/ qqijij AK and
)/( 0
~
qqAK  . The characteristic values of the preferred tumorous cells’ area and normal cells’
area in dimensionless units reads 001
~
0
1 / qAAA   and 002
~
0
2 / qAAA   respectively.
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Moreover, the simulation code includes a T1 recombination process and T2/T3 apoptosis /extrusion
processes (see in Fig.2), which could alter the cell neighbor environment, to guarantee a biologically
realistic evolution of the vertices connection network. All of the processes are triggered when
*10
~
1
~
llij
 , where
33
2
*
~ l is a characteristic edge size defined as the length of a regular
hexagonal cell with area 1|
~
0 qA  . Note that T1 is a reversible process, while both T2 and T3
processes are not reversible.
Figure 2: T1, T2 and T3 transitions. T1 transitions are reversible but T2 and T3 are not. In a T1 process the recombination of cell
neighbors is achieved by a cell edge that disappears and a new one that appears. T2 and T3 transitions are special cases of T1
transitions that involve triangular cells and lead to cell apoptosis/extrusion. T3 processes are extremely rare events under most
conditions. In the figure the edges that undergo a transition are highlighted. (Figure adapted from TiFoSi Handbook V1.0,
J.Buceta and O.Canela-Xandri.2014.)
2.2 Cell Cycle Dynamics: Tissue growth
During the cell cycle duration, distinct growth phases are distinguished. We assume a simplified
condition for the cell cycle description, dividing the cell cycle duration  into two phases, both of which
last 2 in average. Within each phase the values iA and fA define the preferred cell apical area
at the beginning and at the end of the phase. (dimensionless units, i.e. In units of
~
0
qA ). During the first
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phase, cells do not grow and maintain their initial sizes
~
0
A . While, as long as the amount of time
spend in phase ǀ reaches 2 , and the actual apical area of the cell exceeds ~075.0 A , cells enter the
second phase and start to grow, increasing their size to double their initial preferred cell apical area
0
A , which is then followed by a cell division process. In addition, we set the tumor cells’ size to be two
times of the normal ones throughout the whole cell cycle duration in the simulation, due to
experimental observations of giant polyploid cells in tumors.32 (see Fig.3) A variable representing the
cell cycle duration was defined in the simulation approach as,
stott )1(det   ,
where dett is a deterministic time scale representing a mean cell cycle duration in the absence of
mechanical stress due to the cell local environment and stot is a random variable that stands for the
variability of cell cycle duration and it is assumed to follow the following exponential distribution:
  det
det
1 t
t
sto
sto
e
t
t

The parameter  controls the dispersion of the cell cycle duration. Accordingly, the average and
standard deviation of  reads as the following respectively:
dett
det-1 t）（  
 is the average cell cycle duration, which equals to 1.6104 in dimensionless units, which is around
22 hours in real time. Besides, the cell cycle duration is not deterministic but stochastic and depends
on cell-autonomous processes and on the mechanical interactions with the cell local environment.
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Figure 3: The preferred cell apical area dynamics is divided into two phases, both of which last 2 in average. Given the value
of the initial cell preferred area
iA and the final cell preferred area fA for each phase, a linear piecewise dynamics is
assumed. The blue line and the orange line describe individual tumor cell size dynamics and single normal cell area dynamics
respectively. For both cell types, there is no growth at the first phase, but double the cell size at the second phase, while
reaching the double size of cells’ initial size, cell cleavage happens.
Moreover, every time a cell divides, the clocks of daughter cells are reset and new random, putative
cell cycle durations  are prescribed to each cell. The average cell cycle duration 
(dimensionless units, i.e. in units of ct ) is determined by the cell growth rate (equals to 1) and the
simulation time steps duration (equals to 0.01)18 and equals to 4106.1  in the simulation.
It has been reported that scrib mutant cells show characteristics that overproliferate with high rates due
to the constitutive expression of the Ras pathway.22 But, since this work focuses mainly on the role of
the tumor size, we disregarded the effect of proliferation rate and provided the same value of the cell
growth rate for both tumorous cells and normal cells in the simulation to simplify the experiment.
As for the division orientation, the code evaluates the inertia tensor of the cell with respect to its center
of mass. Upon the diagonalization of the inertia tensor we obtain the principle inertia axes and
subsequently the longest axis of the cell (orthogonal to the direction along the largest principle inertia
axis). The cells divide satisfying the Hertwig rule 24 such that the cleavage plane is perpendicular to the
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longest axis and a random orientation is set by a Normal distribution around the putative division
orientation.
2.3 Gene Regulation: Protein Dynamics
The dynamics of proteins suggested to be involved in cell competition during tumor progression is
described in this part of the simulation by the following differential equation:
PbAa
dt
dP  
where Aa stands for the initial production number of the protein P , and b represents the
degradation rate of the protein, thus the second term accounts for the protein degradation. Obviously,
the protein numbers would be equal to the value of the ratio
b
a when it reaches the stationary state.
Based on the background section, the whole cell competition process can be mainly divided into three
steps associated with different proteins: Firstly, scribe defective mutants initiates the cell competition
with surrounding normal tissue; then the cells at the periphery of the tumor patch are induced to
undergo apoptosis, which is regulated by JNK ; finally, the apoptotic cells would send out the survival
signals Dpp to their surrounding tissues to promote the cells’ proliferation. We only described the first
two procedure in the cell competition which involved scrib, JNK dynamics and also Dpp dynamics in
our simulation, but did not include the compensatory proliferation procedure induced by capturing Dpp
signals . We identified different production numbers ( Tscriba and Nscriba )of scrib for tumorous cells and
normal cells, but the same degradation coefficient ( scribb ) for both cell types, to set the different scrib
level in tumor cells and normal cells after reaching the stationary state.(see in Fig.4A) Besides, we set
different initial numbers of protein scrib in tumorous cells and normal cells.(see in Table 1)
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il
A B
Figure 4: Cell competition involved proteins dynamics plotting. A. Protein scrib dynamics within different cell types and location.
B. JNK dynamics within different cell types and location.
After that, we initiated JNK production driven by the different levels of scrib in tumorous cells and in
normal cells. Firstly, each cell can sense the scrib levels from their neighboring cells. The precise
mechanism is still unknown, but it has been implicated in several signaling pathways, such as vesicle
trafficking. We quantified this neighbouring scrib levels by the following equation in our simulations,
scrib
L
l
scrib
ji i
i
sig ）（
,
where represents the shared membrane (edge) with a neighbor cell and iL accounts for the
perimeters of the neighboring cells. The ratio of them accounts for the amount of scrib in each
neighboring cell weighted. In addition, we identified the scrib level within each individual cell to be
 ownscrib in the simulation, which equals to
 
 scrib
scrib
b
a
at the stationary state. Then we can easily get the
difference between  sigscrib and  ownscrib (    ownsig scribscrib  ).
For both tumor bulk cells and normal cells, the value of    ownsig scribscrib  are close to 0, but for
the cancerous cells situated at the tumor boundary, this value could be much larger. Accordingly, we
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set a threshold T for the value of the difference    prosig scribscrib  , to distinguish the tumorous
cells located at the periphery from the tumor bulk cells and the normal cells by the equation,





~
0
)()(
~
0
)()(
1
/,0
/,1


ATscribscribif
ATscribscribif
f
prosig
prosig
We ran simulations with various values of the threshold T and found the value 745 of protein numbers
is the most optimal value of T for our study, since it can not only ensure there is JNK signal only
induced within the tumor boundary cells, but also make sure the boundary cells can be killed by the
contractile pressure which is regulated via the JNK signal. Consequently, we incorporated the
distinguished difference value into the differential equation for JNK dynamics to induce the production
of JNK only within the tumorous cells located at the boundary,
 
 
JNKb
scribscribfA
scribscribf
a
dt
dJNK
JNK
prosig
prosig
JNK 

 -
)-()/200(
)-(
4
)(1
4
~
0
4
)(1

The value 200 here is a tested result as another threshold controlling JNK levels, which ensures JNK
can be effectively activated within the tumor boundary cells and keep JNK levels low within tumor bulk
cells and normal cells. (see in Fig.4B) It is worth noting that the initial number of JNK was set to be 0
for both cell types.(see in Table 1)
In the end, we figured out an equation to describe the dynamics of the survival signal Dpp in the
apoptosis cells, whose production is induced by JNK :
DppDDppbA
JNK
JNK
a
dt
dDpp
DppDpp
2
~
0
44
4
1500
 
where D accounts for efficient diffusion coefficient (dimensionless units)2 and P2 stands for diffusion
operator ( more details see in TiFoSi: an Efficient Simulation Suit for Epithelia).18 In this way, Dpp is
induced in the dying cells and it sends out the signal through a formation of the concentration gradient.
However, the underlying mechanism of inducing Dpp signals and how Dpp functions to promote tumor
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proliferation is still an open question. Thus, we did not include Dpp relative dynamics in our simulation
tests.
The total simulation time is 4108 in dimensionless units, which is around 111 hours in real time.
There is 200 frames in total and the time between frames is 400 in dimensionless units, which is
approximately 33 minutes in real time units. We have three parameters involved:  represents time
steps, equals to 0.01 in dimensionless units; M indicates the number of simulation blocks with a size
P , and P stands for the number of time steps of each of the blocks. Thus, the total duration of the
simulation in dimensionless time units is,
deltatPM 
( All of the parameter values used in the simulation see in Table 1.)
Table 1. Values of parameters used in the simulation code (TiFoSi)
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3. Results
3.1 A mathematical model predicts a critical size for tumor to overcome the apoptotic pressure from normal
tissue in cell competition and expand.
Based on the “microenvironment theory” mentioned above, we proposed a simplified math model to
predict the growing dynamics of neoplastic tumors. Our calculation result shows that only if the tumor
size reaches a critical value, it can survive and develop. Otherwise, the tumor would be cleared out
due to the apoptotic pressure from surrounding normal tissues. Our result shows a good compatibility
with the “microenvironment theory”.
We considered a tumor that is composed of N cancerous cells, which are composed of two parts,
the bulk of the tumor with bN cells and the periphery of the tumor with pN cells (see Fig.5). That is,
pb NNN  . Then we assume a simplified situation for tumor progression with cell proliferation at
the tumor bulk at a rate  /)2ln( ( being the average cell cycle duration) and cell apoptosis at
the tumor’s periphery at a rate . These two processes can then be expressed as following reactions:




p
bbb
N
NNN
Then we can easily reach the following differential equation for the number of cells in the tumor:
pb NNdt
dN  
On the other hand, we assume that neoplastic tumors display a characteristic circular geometry, and
we define the characteristic cell radius as / Ar , where <A> is the average cell area. Thereby,
we can relate the number of tumor cells N with the tumor radius R by the following equation:
 ANR 2
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Figure 5: The progression of a tumor of size R, depends on two opposite effects: the apoptotic pressure (Blue arrows) from the
surrounding normal tissue, exerted over the periphery cells, and the proliferating pressure (Green arrows) from the tumor bulk
cells. d=2r being the characteristic cell diameter.
Thus,
2



r
R
N
Accordingly, the number of cells in the tumor bulk and at the tumor periphery satisfy the following
equations (assuming R>>r):


 





 444)2(
2
2
2
r
R
r
R
r
R
r
R
r
rR
N b 

 
r
R
r
rRr
r
rRR
N p 4
44--
2
2
2
22
 

Consequently, the radius R of the tumor satisfies the following differentiation equation:
 24
2
1 

 


r
R
dt
dR
r
Then by defining rRz / (the radius of the tumor in units of the characteristic cell radius) and
tt ~ (time in units of proliferation rate), we finally obtain the dimensionless equation:
)1(2
2
 z
dt
dz
(1)
where   . And the solution to equation (1) reads:
]-[)( 0
2
c
t
c zzeztz 
where rtRz /)( 00  and )1(4  cz , being the initial radius of the tumor clone in units of the
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characteristic cell radius and the critical value of the tumor radius respectively.
According to the analytic calculations above, we can easily reach the prediction that if czz 0 , which
means the initial size of tumor is larger than the critical size, the tumor would overcome the apoptotic
pressure exerted from the surrounding normal tissue and expand, increasing its radius exponentially.
While, if co zz  , the apoptotic pressure will finally clear out the tumor. It is also worth noting that the
critical radius increases linearly as a function of   , the ratio of the reproduction rate of the
tumor bulk cells over the apoptotic rate of the tumor periphery cells. Moreover, if the whole tissue has a
typical size  (the tissue radius in units of the characteristic cell radius), then the maximum number of
the tumor patches with initial size 0z that can fit in the tissue without overlaying should be
2
0)( znc  .
Consequently, if cnn  , some patches would merge, leading to a larger size of the tumor patch. That
is, even if the initial individual size of some patches is smaller than the critical tumor size, they can still
survive and grow finally due to the coalescence, which can lead them to an effective initial size to
overcome the apoptotic pressure from outside. Finally, if cz , then it is obvious that 0zzc  .
Namely, if the critical tumor size is larger than the whole tissue size, then certainly it is larger than the
initial size of the tumor patch, the tumor would be annihilated by the apoptotic pressure for sure. This
sets a condition for the apoptotic rate that ensures tumor annihilation，
)1
2
(  
3.2 scrib-defective mutant cells are able to proliferate indefinitely.
Firstly, we run a series of simulations with only one cell type, the scrib defective mutant cells, starting
with an initial size of 36 cells, in various simulation times. The mutant cells keep proliferating and
expanding over the time, even in the simulation with the maximum simulation times that simulates
tissue growing over 111 hours, which suggests that compartments exclusively made of scrib mutant
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cells are capable to proliferate indefinitely. (see in Fig.6A) Normal tissues behaved just as the same
and the relative data is omitted. Assuming the mutant cells are proliferating exponentially, that satisfies
the following function,
teNN 0
Then the slope in the plotting for the natural logarithm of the mutant cell numbers over time should
stand for the proliferation rate of the tumorous cells. (see in Fig.6B)
A
t=9.3h t=27.8h t=46.3h t=64.8h t=83.3h t=101.9h
B
Figure 6: Exponential proliferation of compartments exclusively made of scrib mutant cells. A. Scrib mutant cells exclusive
compartment size changes over time. B. Plotting of the natural logarithm of scrib mutant cells number over the time. The slope
represents the proliferation rate of the tumorous cells.
3.3 Oncogenic scrib- cells of the growing tumor are killed by JNK-mediated apoptosis when
surrounded by wild-type cells.
We run some simulations with both cell types involved, and make the scrib mutant tumorous cells
surrounded by the normal cells. We started with a simulation that has a relatively small initial tumor
size (25 cell) within a 400-cell normal tissue. Via adjusting the value of the parameter X , which
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controls the level of the contractile strength depending on JNK levels (with a high enough JNK level,
this parameter would be multiplied into the small value of the contractile parameter  to increase the
contractile pressure, otherwise, the small value of the contractile parameter  would not change), we
found that when 15X , all of the tumorous cells are eliminated within the simulation time.
3.4 Tumor can overcome the apoptosis pressure exerted by the surrounding wild-type tissue
and expand,with a large enough initial size ( 121 tumorous cells).
We then run simulations remaining 15X , but with various initial tumor sizes (36 tumorous cells, 64
tumorous cells, 81 tumorous cells, 100 tumorous cells, 121 tumorous cells, 144 tumorous cells, all
within a 900-cells normal tissue), to test the viability of the critical size hypothesis. The simulation
results show that tumor can evade from the fate being eliminated by the surrounding normal tissue,
proliferate and expand, with a 121-cells initial size. Otherwise, if the initial tumor size is smaller than
121 mutant cells’ size within a normal tissue with 900 cells, it is outcompeted by normal cells via
JNK-mediated apoptosis. (see in Fig.7) Accordingly, we got the critical size for tumor development with
the presence of cell competition against surrounding normal tissues, which is around the size of 121
tumorous cells. Similar experiment observation has been reported for Rab5KD tumor, which is capable
of surviving and growing with a critical size of 400 cells. 2 The slight difference between the simulation
results and previous experiment observation may be caused by the overestimated contractility level in
our simulation.
A
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B
t=9.3h t=27.8h t=46.3h t=64.8h t=83.3h t=101.9h
C
t=9.3h t=27.8h t=46.3h t=64.8h t=83.3h t=101.9h
Figure 7: A.The alteration of the proportion of tumorous cells number over the initial tumorous cells number over time with
different initial tumor sizes. B.Snapshots of the movie with 81 tumorous cells initially. The tumor disappeared gradually over time
because of the apoptotic pressure from the normal tissue. Orange represents tumor group, purple stands for the normal tissue.
C.Snapshots of the movie with 484 tumorous cells initially. The tumor overcome the apoptotic pressure from the normal tissue
and expand. Blue accounts for the tumorous tissue and purple represents the normal tissue.
3.5 Apoptotic rate of the tumorous cells are gained from the plotting of the dead cell numbers
versus time and it shows a positive correlation with the parameter X .
We run a series of simulations with different values of the parameter X and plotted the dead cell
numbers versus time, assuming that cells died linearly, even though the linear fitting showed some
noises. Then we got the apoptotic rate correlated with each parameter X value from the slope of the
plotting and then plotted the relation between the parameter X and the apoptotic rate. We found that
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apoptotic rate is positively correlated with the parameter X , which means we can adjust apoptotic
pressure via adjusting the value of the parameter X .(see in Fig.8)
Figure 8: The positive correlation between the tumorous cells’ apoptotic rate and the parameter X , which controls cells’
contractility.
3.6 The simulation results does not fit well with the mathematical model in terms of the critical
size of the initial tumor.
The simulation results show a poor agreement with our mathematical model’s prediction. According to
the mathematical model, the critical size cz represents the critical radius of the tumor, which leads to
the critical tumor area to be 2cc zA  . Accordingly, the critical tumorous cells number should be
2~
2
2
2~
2 c
cc
c z
r
rz
r
A
N  


. Moreover, based on the mathematical model 


  

14cz , where
 stands for apoptotic rate and equals to 3-101 in our simulation, and  accounts for
proliferation rate and gets the value 5-104 , leading to 104~ cz and 410cN . The critical
number of tumorous cells estimated from the mathematical model shows a bad fit with our simulation
result, which may be caused by the overestimated value of the parameter X , leading to an unfair
apoptotic rate of tumorous cells. Besides, there may be other functions rather than a linear function
that can better describe the death cells numbers change over time.
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4. Discussion:
Overall, our study shows an evidence that scrib-defective mutant cells are able to proliferate
indefinitely, but are always eliminated by cell competition when interact with normal tissue. Despite of
their overgrowth capability, we show that oncogenic scrib- cells of the growing tumor are killed by
JNK-mediated apoptosis when surrounded by wild-type cells. It implies that maybe we could kill the
tumor through actively inducing the production of JNK via certain stimulation to cause mutation of JNK
to trigger the apoptosis of tumorous cells, which may be a leading research filed for the cancer
treatment in the future.
The microenvironment hypothesis predicts that the progression of a scrib- tumor requires the formation
of a protective microenvironment with sufficient cell density to allow the inside cells to evade cell
competition. It has been reported that small-size tumor patches merging could rescue the tumor from
being eliminated by cell competition. We show strong support for the hypothesis here with the
simulation observations that the tumor can overcome the apoptosis pressure exerted by the
surrounding wild-type tissue and expand,with a large enough initial size ( around 121 tumorous cells).
Even though it shows a poor matching with the mathematical model prediction, our result shows
evidence that there does exist a critical size that determines tumors’ fate. This finding could mean a
novel treatment method for clearing tumors in the near future via breaking down large-size tumors into
several small parts, which may take the advantage of cell competition to eliminate the tumor groups,
since the small tumor patches cannot overcome the apoptotic pressure exerted from the surrounding
normal tissue and are going to be cleared out from the tissue.
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Moreover, it has been reported that apoptotic cells can secret proliferative signals, which may act as a
tumor stimulation mechanism of cell competition in tumor progression. It has been argued that the JNK
pathway is mainly responsible for inducing the survival signal Dpp and Wg, which generates a
compensatory proliferation to promote tumor growth.20,23 Accordingly, simulations can be run to induce
the production of Dpp by JNK signals from the apoptosis zone and promote the proliferation of the cells
that localized close to the dead cells via forming a gradient of the Dpp concentration. However, it is still
unclear why apoptosis activity of cells occurs close to the zone with high Dpp signals. Also, what we
still do not understand is that both mutant cells and wild-type cells that located close to the dead cells
have the same opportunity to capture the Dpp signals, which means both types of cells have the
chance to enhance their proliferation rate, but why exactly this process promotes tumors’ growth in the
end and makes tumors win the cell competition. A ligand capture model has been proposed, which
suggests that the ability of capturing morphogen signals may be different among different cell types,
leading to the JNK-mediated apoptosis of the cells with low morphogen signals.1,8 However, the
specific mechanism involved in morphogen promoting tumor progression is still unknown and it may be
a significant breakthrough for cancer treatment in the future if we could stop morphogen promoting
tumors’ growth, maybe via inducing a mutation of the ligands’ receptor if the ligand capturing model is
true.
Overall, cell competition could be a significantly prospective research field for the innovation of the
tumor treatment methods in the future, either from the point of JNK-mediated apoptosis, or Dpp
induced compensatory proliferation, as well as the merging behavior of the tumor to form a protective
microenvironment. There are still many mystery concerning about the role of cell competition in tumor
progression, that need to be explored, but hopefully we can finally beat the tumor via intensifying cell
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competition one day in the very near future.
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